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A two-phased guidance problem with terminal impact angle constraints and seeker’s field-of-view limit is addressed in this paper
for a missile against a nonmaneuvering incoming target. From the conventional PN guidance without any constraints, it is found
that satisfying the impact angle constraint causes a more curved missile trajectory requiring a large look angle. To avoid the look
angle exceeding the seeker’s physical limit, a two-phased look angle control guidance scheme with the terminal constraint is
introduced. The PN-typed guidance law is designed for each guidance phase with a specific switching condition of line-of-sight.
The proposed guidance law is comprised of two types of acceleration commands: the one in the initial phase which aims at
controlling the missile’s look angle to reach the limit and the other for final phase which is produced by switching the
navigation gain. The monotonicity of the line-of-sight angle and look angle is analyzed and proved to support the proposed
method. To evaluate the specific navigation gains for both initial and final phases, the scaling coefficient between them is
discussed by solving a quadratic equation with respect to the initial navigation gain. To avoid a great abrupt acceleration change
at the switching instant, a minimum coefficient is chosen. Extensive simulations are performed to validate the efficiency of the
proposed approach.

1. Introduction

The impact angle control guidance laws (IACGL) have been
widely studied for several years [1], for both stationary and
moving targets. Practically, the engagement cannot be
implemented successfully for a homing missile without the
target information from a seeker. The seeker’s field-of-view
(FOV) is a critical limit for missile engagement, especially
when the missile utilizes a seeker with narrow FOV and
intercepts a high-speed target with terminal angle constraints
[2, 3]. In such a strict condition, the line-of-sight (LOS)
violates the FOV limit more easily. Meanwhile, the missile’s
detection process might be within a short period of time for
moving targets.

A considerable number of previous works focusing on
the impact angle guidance used the optimal control theory
or the proportional navigation (PN) guidance method. The

optimal control theory is mainly used to design those guid-
ance laws in the assumption of linear engagement model.
This method is typically applied with a class of cost functions
involving the quadratic term of the control input which
needs to be minimized [4]. By using the Schwartz inequality,
the guidance laws which considered the terminal impact
angle constraints (TIAC) were developed with the estimated
time-to-go [5, 6], especially for a type of linear quadratic
optimal control problem. The optimal guidance laws (OGL)
for impact angle control which were proposed in [7, 8] also
paid attention to the other performance of the shaping trajec-
tory, such as the target observability and the acceleration
constraints. Because of its efficiency and ease of implementa-
tion, PN guidance law is more popular and widely used [9].
There are also many modified PN-typed laws related to the
impact angle control problem. A biased PN (BPN) guidance
law was adopted in [10] to control the missile to impact a
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target with terminal angular constraints. This guidance law is
a variation of the conventional PN guidance law, which is
combined with a supplementary time-varying bias to con-
trol the impact angle. Lu et al. [11] introduced a three-
dimensional guidance law, which was also based on PN
with adaptive guidance parameters, to control a hyper-
sonic vehicle in its terminal phase to impact a stationary
target. Ratnoo and Ghose [12, 13] proposed a two-phased
variable navigation gain PN guidance law for intercepting
stationary and moving (nonmaneuvering) targets with all
possible impact angles, but not considering the FOV limita-
tion. On the other hand, sliding mode control (SMC) theory
becomes more and more popular to be applied to design
IACGL. A finite-time convergent sliding mode guidance
law with terminal impact angle constraint was presented in
[14], which was mainly addressed by the finite-time conver-
gence stability theory. Zhao et al. [15] designed a SMC-
based guidance law for an unpowered lifting reentry vehicle
against a stationary target, to satisfy the TIAC with high
guidance accuracy. Recently, the interception against maneu-
vering target was proposed based on several new SMC
methods, for example, the nonsingular fast sliding mode
(NFSM), with consideration of TIAC [16, 17].

Furthermore, several works are introduced to design the
guidance laws considering the FOV limit as well as the TIAC.
Park et al. [18] proposed an optimal impact angle control
guidance law with the seeker’s FOV limit for missiles with
strapdown seekers. By using the optimal control theory, the
look angle which was regarded as a new state for inequality
constraint was introduced during the homing phase. In
[19], a two-phased scheme was developed in which BPN
was used to shape the missile trajectory by making the
integral value of the bias to reach a certain value at first and
then switched to PN in the second phase. The integral value
was calculated from initial engagement conditions and
desired impact angle. Based on the same strategy of [19], a
few of two-phased BPN (TPBPN) guidance laws were
proposed in [20–25] for attacking a stationary target. A
TPBPN was proposed in [20] based on the bias-shaping
method, which can satisfy both the terminal-angle constraint
and the FOV limitation to maintain the seeker’s lock-on con-
dition. The TPBPN in [21] utilized the unbiased and biased
pure proportional navigation laws and applied seeker’s
FOVmaximum value to calculate the bias in the initial phase.
A time-varying BPN guidance law was designed by Yang
et al. [22] to achieve the angular constraints without violating
the look angle. Two time-varying biases were adopted in [22]
to keep the seeker’s look angle and to ensure the terminal
impact angle, respectively. Along with the thoughts of
TPBPN and composite guidance law, Tekin and Erer [23]
proposed the PN-gain-switched strategy, which can admit
the allowed look angle and acceleration values to meet the
demand of impact angle and at the same time, have a relative
simple structure for implementation because of the PN form.
Based on a two-stage PN guidance law, Ratnoo [24] derived a
closed-form solution for the choice of navigation gains to
satisfy the look angle and impact angle limit. Wen et al.
[25] proposed a new guidance parameter design strategy
based on the classical time-to-go weighted impact angle

optimal guidance law. A robust guidance law which was
based on the switching logic was designed in [26] by an addi-
tional term and combined the sliding mode control. This
kind of guidance problem was also solved by SMC [27] and
handled without any additional switching logic. However,
since most of these works dealt with stationary targets, the
desired impact angle may not be achieved against moving
targets when applying these works to homing missiles. A
composite guidance scheme was presented considering the
case of a nonmaneuvering moving target, which was com-
posed of modified deviated pure pursuit (DPP) with error
feedback loop of look angle for initial guidance phases and
PN with N ≥ 3 for final guidance phases [28]. Park et al.
[29] addressed the similar guidance problem and strategy in
[28] and extended to consider the command limit.

Based on the studies of previous works, this article draws
on the experience of PN-gain-switched strategy from [23] to
extend the investigated case to a nonmaneuvering moving
target. The algorithm procedures and switching logic are
introduced to achieve the guidance law proposed in this
work. The main contributions of this work are summarized
as follows:

(1) We have studied the scaling factor between the differ-
ent navigation gains of the initial and final guidance
phases. The minimum value of this scaling factor is
chosen to reduce the abrupt acceleration change at
switching instant. Therefore, the specific navigation
gain values for both two guidance phases can be
calculated according to the scaling factor and the
desired impact angle, which is different from [23, 28].

(2) Two propositions are presented to prove the mono-
tonicity of the line-of-sight angle and look angle.
The switching of guidance phases occurs when a
specific LOS angle similar to [28] is satisfied. How-
ever, the look angle reaches the FOV limit only at
the switching instant, which reduces the required
load in initial guidance phase compared with [28].

(3) Different from [20–22], the integral biased term is
not needed in the proposed method, which indicates
that we do not need to estimate the value of time-
to-go. It results in a convenient implementation in
real missile model.

2. Problem Statement

Consider the planar homing guidance geometry of a missile
with narrow FOV against a nonmaneuvering incoming target
as shown in Figure 1, where XI −O − Y I is a Cartesian inertial
reference frame. The relative distance between the missile
and the target is r. The subscriptsM and T denote the missile
and the target, respectively. The acceleration vector a is
applied perpendicularly to the velocity vector V. γ, λ, and σ
represent the flight-path angle, LOS angle, and look angle.
Angles are positive in the counterclockwise direction.

As characteristics of the surface-to-surface engagement,
the flight-path angle of target equals to π which is under
the condition of an incoming target. The initial condition
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on the launch point is also characterized with γM0
= σM0

.
These conditions imply an approximate head-on case with
initial heading errors. The nonlinear equations of motion in
this homing problem are given by

r = −VT cos λ −VM cos σM, 1

rλ =VT sin λ −VM sin σM, 2

γM =
aM
VM

, 3

σM = γM − λ, 4

where σM can be defined as the seeker’s look angle in the
assumption that the angle of attack (AOA) of the missile
is small.

If the missile follows PN guidance law with a navigation
gain N , the flight-path angle rate can be written as

γ =Nλ 5

Integrating (5) with boundary conditions of γMf
and

λf yields

γMf
− γM0

=N λf − λ0 , 6

where the subscripts 0 and f denote the initial and final
conditions, respectively. Combining (4) and (5) to give

σM = γM − λ = N − 1 λ 7

Also integrating (7) with boundary conditions of σMf

and λf , we can obtain

σMf
− σM0

= N − 1 λf − λ0 8

Considering the collision triangle condition, we enable
the LOS angle rate to be zero to intercept a moving target.
Equation (2) should satisfy the following relationship:

VM sin γMf
− λf =VT sin λf 9

Expanding both sides of (9), the final LOS angle which
will keep the collision triangles can be expressed as (10) with
some algebraic and derivations.

λf = tan−1
sin γMf

cos γMf
+ η

, 10

where η =VT/VM and the function of tan−1 should be
calculated from atan2, which is a four-quadrant inverse
tangent function.

Expressing (6) with respect to λ0 leads to

λ0 = λf −
γMf

− γM0

N
11

3. Analysis for the Switched-Gain Guidance

Consider a two-phased guidance scheme illustrated in
Figure 2, replacing λ0 with λs which is the LOS angle at the
specific switching instant. Substituting (4) and (10) into
(11), the relationship can be expressed as

λs = tan−1
sin γMf

cos γMf
+ η

−
γMf

− σMs

N F

N F
N F − 1

, 12

where N F and σMs
denote the navigation gain in the final

phase and the look angle at the switching instant. And we
defineNI as the navigation gain in the initial phase which will
be used next. Meanwhile, (12) means that, to be able to reach
a desired impact angle when attacking a moving target, the
LOS angle should be a certain value at some specific instant
with a desired look angle. A switching condition λs depends
on the three main parameters, which are the desired look
angle, the impact angle, and the navigation gain in the
final phase.

Proposition 1. Considering the variation of look angle under
the PN guidance in the initial phase, the look angle should
satisfy the condition: N I < 2, sin−1 η < σM < cos−1 2η/N I − 2 ,

(Launch)

Missile

TargetInterception VT XI

yT = �휋

VM

yM

r

YI

VM

O

�휎M

�휎M0
 = yM0

�휆

Figure 1: Engagement geometry.
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or NI > 2, σM >max sin−1 η, cos−1 2η/2 −N I . Hence, the
LOS rate λ with negative values strictly decreases until the
switching condition λs is reached, which is λ < 0 ∀ t ∈ t0, ts
(where ts is the switching time of the initial phase and
final phase).

Proof. Differentiating (2) with respect to t, we can obtain

λ =
VT cos λ −VM cos σM N − 1 − r λ

r
13

Substituting (1) and (2) into (13) leads to

λ =
V2

M
r2

2η cos λ + 2 −N cos σM η sin λ − sin σM 14

To guarantee that the LOS angle decreases to the switch-
ing value monotonously, the LOS angle rate should keep in a
negative value until switching, which is equivalent to

λ t0 < 0,

λ t < 0,
 ∀t ∈ t0, ts

15

Substituting the initial condition into (2), we can get

λ t0 = −
VM sin σM0

r0
, 16

when σM0
∈ 0, π/2 , λ t0 < 0. Since the value of V2

M/r2 must

be positive to ensure λ < 0 and λ < 0, the following conditions
should be satisfied:

2η cos λ + 2 −N cos σM > 0,

η sin λ − sin σM < 0
17

As we know that sin λ max = 1, cos λ max = 1 for
λ ∈ −π, 0 , the inequalities in (17) can be expressed as

sin−1 η < σM < cos−1
2η

N − 2
, N < 2,

σM >max sin−1 η, cos
2η

2 −N
, N > 2

18

Replacing the navigation gain N with N I in (18), it
satisfies the condition proposed in Proposition 1.

Proposition 2. For initial guidance phases, the condition of
N I < 1 and σM0

> sin−1 η, σMlim
< cos−1 2η/N I − 2 can ensure

that the look angle will increase from σM0
to the limit value

σMlim
during the time of ts − t0 , monotonously.

Proof. To guarantee that the look angle increases monoto-
nously, the look angle rate σM should be positive. As proven
in Proposition 1, λ < 0 when the relationship of (18) is
satisfied. Combined with (7), it should meet the condition
that is N I < 1 to keep σM > 0 with λ < 0. This condition
means that

σMmin
= σM0

,
σMmax

= σMlim
,

 ∀t ∈ t0, ts

19

Substituting (19) into (18) considering the monotonicity
of the look angle, we can get the inequalities as

σM0
> sin−1 η,

σMlim
< cos−1

2η
N I − 2

20

(Launch)

Missile

TargetInterceptionSwitching instant

Initial PN phase with NI
look angle control 

Final PN phase with NF
impact angle control 

YI

VM

�휎Mlim

VM

VT
XI

�휆S

O

Figure 2: Two-phased guidance scheme.
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Integrating (7) with the boundary conditions of σMs
and

λs yields

σMs
− σM0

= N I − 1 λs − λ0 21

4. Implementation of the Two-Phased
Guidance Law

To avoid violating the look angle limitation, the switching
instant that look angle increases monotonically according
to Proposition 2 is designed to reach the limit value exactly.
According to (21), the navigation gain of initial can be
expressed as

N I =
σMlim

− σM0

λs
+ 1 22

In (22), λs should be calculated by (12) and actually
decided by N F with certain values of γMf

and σMs
. Establish

the proportion relation between N F and N I, which yields

k =
N F
N I

23

Substituting (12) and (23) into (22) leads to

N I =
σMlim

− σM0

tan−1 sin γMf
/cos γMf

+ η − γMf
− σMlim

/kN I kN I/kN I − 1
+ 1

24

Expanding (24), we can obtain a quadratic equation with
respect to N I as shown in (25), where the proportionality
coefficient should be regarded as a known parameter. To
solve the value of unknown parameter N I of (25), a simple
algebraic method is applied in (26).

kλfN
2
I − k λf + σMlim

− σM0
+ γMf

− σMlim
NI

+ γMf
− σM0

= 0,
25

a = λf ,

b = − kb1 + b2 ,

c = γMf
− σM0

,

26

where b1 = λf + σMlim
− σM0

and b2 = γMf
− σMlim

. The solu-
tion of (25) should be

N I =
kb1 + b2 ± b21k

2 + 2b1b2 − 4ac k + b22
2ak

, 27

and the discriminant should be nonnegative as

b21k
2 + 2b1b2 − 4ac k + b22 ≥ 0 28

Therefore, to guarantee the real solution of (25), (28)
should be satisfied and the inequality relation merely yields

k ≥
4ac − 2b1b2 + 4 ac ac − b1b2

2b21
,

or k ≤
4ac − 2b1b2 − 4 ac ac − b1b2

2b21
,

29

where a and c should be in same sign and satisfy ac ≥ b1b2.
These parameters in (29) are only determined by some
boundary conditions and constraints, such as σM0

, σMlim
,

and γMf
.

As expressed in (27), NI has two values that will be
discussed. The one(s) less than 1 should be considered
according to Proposition 2. If there is no appropriate value
to satisfy Proposition 2, the proportionality coefficient k
needs to be chosen again. In addition, note that the guidance
law for moving target requires two additional measurements
or estimates of VT and γT for implementation.

In summary, the proposed method can be described in
procedures as:

Step 1. Give launch conditions, the initial position, velocity,
and path angle of missile and target.

Step 2. Give the desired impact angle and calculate the
parameters a, b1, b2, c according to (26), then judge if the
conditions of (29) are satisfied or not.

Step 3. If satisfied, calculate the range of parameter k by (29).
If not, change the given launch conditions.

Step 4. Calculate NI using (27), in which there are parame-
ters calculated in all the steps above, N F = kN I.

Step 5. Confirm the switching condition λs according to
N F and (12).

The proposed guidance loop is depicted in Figure 3. The
switching logic is to compare the value of λ and λs, then to
decide which navigation gain is utilized.

5. Numerical Simulations

To investigate the characteristics of the proposed guidance
law, a number of nonlinear simulations are performed in a
surface-to-surface scenario. For a given desired impact angle,
a limit value of look angle and final navigation gain, the
switched LOS angle conditions in (12), is applied.

In the given launch conditions of simulation, a missile
has a constant speed of 200m/s with the initial position
xM0

, yM0
= 0, 0 m and initial path angle γM0

= 15°. A
moving but nonmaneuvering target has a constant speed
of 50m/s with the initial position xT0

, yT0
= 5000, 0 m

and constant path angle γT = 180°. The constraint of look
angle is given as σMlim

= 30°. According to the given launch
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conditions, some important parameters and criterions for
different impact angles are summarized in Table 1.

5.1. The Choice of N I with Different k. From Table 1, to
intercept a moving target with desired TIAC, a suitable k,
which has two values, should be chosen to design NI and
N F. The basic principles for choosing such a value come from
Proposition 2, and N I < 1 should be fulfilled. The larger value
of k is chosen to satisfy the relation N F >N I [18]. In Table 2,
the values are presented where N I is chosen based on
different k with specific terminal constraint γMf

= −90°.
As shown in Table 2, all the values of N I satisfy Proposi-

tion 2. Figure 4 displays the scenarios under the given launch
conditions. In Figure 4(a), how the trajectories reach the
interception point can be observed, as they have the same
impact angle but using different navigation gains (both N I
and N F). The black dash line represents the trajectory of
the moving target. Figures 4(b) and 4(c) show the variations
of path angle and look angle in all scenarios. It is easy to see
that each curve of path angle reaches the desired impact angle
in an approaching case. Figure 4(c) shows that, under the
guidance law proposed in this work, the look angles can vary
in the same trend without violating the FOV limitation, while
switching at different time. As calculated and shown in
Table 2, 3 56 is the critical value of k, which leads to two
solutions of N I that are almost the same. On the contrary, if
we choose k out of the critical value, it will correspond with
two quite different solutions of NI. N F is calculated by (23),
with the result that one value is larger than 2 and the other
less and equal. As revealed in Figure 4(d), the scenarios of k
= 4,N I = 0 49 and k = 5,N I = 0 37 which simultaneously
lead to N F < 2 trend to make the missile’s accelerations
diverge. Besides, the scenarios of k = 4,N I = 0 71 and k = 5,
N I = 0 75 make the missile’s accelerations sudden change
from near zero to a much larger value. When k = 3 65 is
applied, the acceleration profile depicted in Figure 4(d) looks
to be implemented easier.

5.2. Simulations of Constant Velocity Missile Model. All the
simulation cases in this subsection are performed with the
constant velocity missile model.

Case 1 (simulations for various impact angles). As discussed
in the last subsection, the minimum value of k can make a
minimum abrupt acceleration change of the missile. In this

subsection, Figure 5 reflects the performance of the proposed
guidance law with various impact angles, using the critical
value of k from Table 1 for every scenario. Figure 5(a)
exhibits the trajectories resulting from the two-phased
guidance strategy. The trajectories satisfy the different impact
angle constraints and engage the curve of incoming target.
Satisfying the impact angle constraint, which can be observed
clearly in Figure 5(b), also influences the switching condition
between the initial phase and final phase. The switching
condition is obviously revealed from the trend variation of
the look angle curves in Figure 5(c). It is evident that when
the look angle increases to the limit, the navigation gain
will switch to make the look angle decrease. Precisely
because of the variation of navigation gain at switching
instant, a sudden change appears in each acceleration history
as shown in Figure 5(d).

Case 2 (comparative cases with other guidance laws). The
performance of the proposed guidance scheme, which is
illustrated in Figure 6 with the impact angle constraint of
γMf

= −90°, is compared to the BPN guidance law in [10]
and a two-phased guidance scheme described in [28]. The
implemented acceleration in [28] is summarized as

aM =
VMλ + K σd − σ , for λ < λs ,

NVMλ, for λ ≥ λs

30

Table 1: Summary of the parameters and criterions.

γMf
deg a b1 b2 c k

−50 −0 71 −0 45 −1 40 −1 13 k ≥ 8 72 or k ≤ 1 12
−70 −1 01 −0 75 −1 75 −1 48 k ≥ 4 95 or k ≤ 1 10
−90 −1 33 −1 06 −2 09 −1 83 k ≥ 3 56 or k ≤ 1 09

Table 2: Values of N I with different k.

k N I

3 56 N I,1 = 0 62,N I,2 = 0 63

4 00 N I,1 = 0 49,N I,2 = 0 71

5 00 N I,1 = 0 37,N I,2 = 0 75

True

Dynamics

Kinematics

False

N=NF

�휆 < �휆s �휆
. �훾c

.

�훾
.

N=NI

�훾Mf
, �휎Mlim

�휆

NF

�휆f�휆s = −
�훾Mf

− �휎Mlim NF

NF − 1NF

Figure 3: Switching logic of the guidance.
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In Figure 6(a), it is obvious that the trajectories of BPN
and [28] appear more curved than the proposed one.
For the terminal impact constraint, all the methods can
satisfy the demand as shown in Figure 6(b). However,
the look angle variations are quite distinct from each
other as seen in Figure 6(c). The BPN guidance law vio-
lates the seeker’s FOV limitation at a certain time. The
method in [28] leads the look angle increase to the limit
rapidly and then maintain at this value until switching.
Similarly, the method presented in this work controls
the look angle to increase to the limit, but slowly and
monotonously until switching. In Figure 6(d), compared
with the scheme in [28], the acceleration history produced

by the proposed method appears more smoothly especially
at initial time.

Case 3 (comparative cases considering first-order lag).
Several simulation cases for the guidance law in [28] and
the proposed one in this work are carried out to compare
the performance with regard to autopilot delay. Consider a
first-order lag system in this case, which can be described
with a time constant Tm

aM
aC

=
1

Tms + 1
, 31
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Figure 4: The results for the different choice of N I with γMf
= −90°.
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where aM and aC represent the lagged system response and
the acceleration command, respectively.

To observe the autopilot delay influence on the guid-
ance accuracy, Tm is set to vary from 0 to 0 3 with the
TIAC of −70°. Comparative results of Tm = 0 25 are illus-
trated in Figure 7. When the autopilot lag is considered,
the differences between Figures 6(c) and 7(b) show that
the look angle of [17] exceeds the FOV limit at first in
the initial phase. The impact angle error (IAE) is described
in Figure 8 with the variation of Tm. The IAE of the
proposed guidance law in this work is less than that
of [28], for each investigated value of Tm. The different
trends of the two curves shown in Figure 8 indicate that,

compared with [28], the influence on the proposed
method varies not obviously with the increasing of Tm.
The IAE of the proposed guidance law can keep in a
small value.

5.3. Simulations of Realistic Missile Model with Uncertain
Target Velocity. In this subsection, further simulations are
carried out with a realistic missile model considering the
uncertainty of target’s velocity.

Case 4 (realistic model with uncertainty cases). The aerody-
namics drag and gravity are taken into account in the realistic
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Figure 5: The results for the different terminal impact angles.
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missile model, which is taken from [30]. The nonlinear
dynamics equations are given by

xM =VM cos γM,

yM =VM sin γM,

VM =
TM −DM

m
− g sin γM,

γM =
aM − g cos γM

VM

32

Without loss of generality, we assume that TM = 0 in the
terminal engagement case. Furthermore, the gravity compen-
sation term should be added to the original acceleration

command, which is based on the five-step procedure pro-
posed in this work, to offset the gravity influence on the
flight-path angle rate. For realistic implementation, the
original acceleration command needs to be changed as

aM = a∗M + g cos γM, 33

where a∗M represents the acceleration command for constant
speed missile model. The target’s velocity uncertainty is also
considered in the simulations. The constant target speed
50m/s is regarded as a nominal value to design the proposed
guidance law; however, the simulations are carried out by the
percentage perturbation values which are disturbed by 20%
(positive and negative) deviation about the nominal value.
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Figure 6: The results for the comparative cases with γMf
= −90°.
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The detailed simulation results are displayed in Table 3
and Figure 9.

Figure 9(a) shows that the missile can successfully
intercept the target with realistic missile model under the
condition of uncertain target velocities. In Figure 9(b), the
missile velocities vary due to the gravity and air drag. Both
the nominal and disturbed target velocity cases are simulated
and compared. The main influences on LOS angles, flight-
path angles, and look angles are exhibited in Figures 9(c)–
9(e), respectively. The detailed numerical results are listed
in Table 3 for comparison. Both the realistic decreasing
velocity of missile and the uncertain target velocity bring
the terminal impact angle errors (TIAE) in engagement sim-
ulations. The influence of target’s −20% deviation of velocity

is added on that of decreasing missile velocity, which leads to
a larger TIAE. On the contrary, the target’s +20% deviation of
velocity can partly offset the influence of decreasing missile
velocity, which can be observed for all the impact angles in
Table 3. The decreasing missile velocity and uncertain target
velocity also effect the look angles. The look angle at switch-
ing instant is not equal to the limit FOV angle but does not
exceed the limitation yet. The acceleration histories are
plotted in Figure 9(f). It is clear that high impact angle
constraint needs large maximum acceleration effect on the
missile especially for the realistic missile model.

6. Conclusions

The look angle control strategy introduced in this study is
motivated by the physical limit of the missile’s seeker. It leads
to a convenient design approach similar to the PN guidance
law but taking the FOV limitation into consideration. The
proposed two-phased scheme admits the allowed look angle
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Figure 8: Impact angle error with the variation of system lag.

Table 3: Angle constraints of different conditions.

TIAE (deg)
Look angle at switching

instant (deg)

γf = −50° nominal 4.82 27.35

γf = −50° +20% deviation 0.82 27.08

γf = −50° −20% deviation 8.68 27.41

γf = −70° nominal 4.70 23.29

γf = −70° +20% deviation −1.24 23.10

γf = −70° −20% deviation 9.43 20.87

γf = −90° nominal 4.67 29.13

γf = −90° +20% deviation −2.33 29.25

γf = −90° −20% deviation 8.12 22.74
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Figure 9: The results for realistic missile model.
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along with the desired impact angle constraint and switches
the proportional navigation gain at an appropriate instant
in the case for engagement. In this article, to evaluate the
specific navigation gains for the initial and final phases, the
scaling factor between them is discussed. A quadratic equa-
tion regarding to the navigation gain of the initial phase is
presented and solved with consideration of the minimum
jump amplitude at the switching instant. Actually, the abrupt
acceleration change cannot be eliminated completely because
of the switching of navigation gain at a certain instant. In
spite of the acceleration histories with abrupt change, this
proposed method also has a simple and feasible structure
for implementation because only the LOS and LOS rate
information are required to shape the trajectory and decide
when to switch. Simulation results indicate the performance
and feasibility of the proposed guidance strategy, in terms
of satisfying the terminal impact angle constraint and FOV
limit. In addition, under the lag system, the proposed method
can also provide a satisfactory guidance performance for
TIAC without exceeding the FOV limit. When applying the
proposed guidance law, the decreasing missile velocity and
uncertainties in the target speed may result in some unavoid-
able TIAEs compared to the ideal missile and target.
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